THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CffiNA
their development. Native products are also few, and It was futile to
export to the adjacent province exactly what that province itself was
producing. In Laos, however, the transportation problem is paramount.
Siam, because of geographical unity, is the provisioner of Laos, and the
Mekong's great length prevents establishing an effective tariff frontier.
Connecting Laotian commerce with the rest of the colony Is an artificial
process, still largely in the imagination of the public works department,
as it has been for the last forty-two years.
Indo-China's exports are few in number and almost entirely raw
materials. Rice heads the list, and reveals Cochin-China's prepon-
derate position. Lagging far behind come minerals, corn, fish, and
rubber. The colony has always been fortunate enough to sell all of Its
exports. In spite of the rapid development of France as Indo-China's
best client, the countries of the Far East, notably China, now rival
France. Exportations to China have remained steadily about 40 per cent
of the whole, whereas those to France have risen from 7 to 37 per cent.
This stability Is due to the relative steadiness of the rice exportations.
The commercial balance has always been favourable to the colony,
excepting in 1931.	^
There are several interesting facts covered by this blanket of pros-
perous statistics. Because native production has remained practically
stationary, there has been far more progress shown in the exportation
of French products. Yet even so, the chief export—rice—is far and
away the most important of the colony's exportations, and French
products form only a comparatively infinitesimal proportion. Moreover,
the statistics indicating a rapid increase in commerce do not reflect
an increasing productivity, for they are largely the result of a rise In
the price of paddy, rather than an increased quantity In exportation,
which was more marked in the pre-War era.
In considering Imports, which come In great measure from France,
one must keep in mind freight rates and tke perishability of colonial
articles. The principal imports are food and drink, perfume, textiles,
medicines, machinery, and petrol. About half of these Imports wieare
destined for the French, the wealthy Chinese In the colony, and the
EuropeanlzGd natives. The majority of Imports do not reach the masses
whose purchasing power Is very limited, and whose tastes France mate
no effort to satisfy. Codun-Chlim, with Its rich Anaamites and Chinese,
Is a great Importer as well as oqportor. It must, as with the budget,
subsidize the unfavourable balance of trade which precis ia Aanto
and Tonkin. The' tariff regime has succeeded* ihroii^MWi: .it* PnafetB
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